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MARTians
From New York Times bestselling author Jessica Park
comes the long-anticipated sequel to Left Drowning. A
storm is coming, and with storms come restless
waters. Pulled from the depths of catastrophe and
depression, Blythe McGuire has learned to escape
from her past while embracing the future. A future
now entwined in the Shepherd siblings. With Chris,
she shares a staggering romance that kicks
heartbreak's ass. With Sabin, she shares an intense
friendship, one that's becoming more complicated
than either had expected. A friendship now being put
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to the test because Sabin's brutal past still haunts
him. Because trauma is the gift that keeps on giving
without mercy. Now Sabin is the one left drowning
and struggling to breathe, and his turmoil threatens
to send all three into dark currents they cannot
escape. Even after going through her own hell, saving
Sabin may take much more than Blythe had ever
anticipated. Their connection and their love could
help, but getting him to reach for her hand may be
Blythe's biggest challenge ever.

Motel Chronicles
In a near-future world of exurban decay studded with
big box stores, daily routine revolves around
shopping—for those who can. For Zoë, the mission is
simpler: live. Last girl Zoë Zindleman, numerical ID
009-99-9999, is starting work at AllMART, where "your
smile is the AllMART welcome mat.” Her living
arrangements are equally bleak: she can wait for her
home to be foreclosed and stripped of anything
valuable now that AnnaMom has moved away, leaving
Zoë behind, or move to the Warren, an abandoned
strip-mall-turned-refuge for other left-behinds. With a
handful of other disaffected, forgotten kids, Zoë must
find her place in a world that has consumed itself
beyond redemption. She may be a last girl, but her
name means “life,” and Zoë isn’t ready to disappear
into the AllMART abyss. Zoë wants to live.

You (Export)
Camden McMahon has never trusted witches. He’s
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willing to temporarily overlook his animosity and work
with a coven in order to put an end to the threat
against his family. Then he meets the daughter of
their high priestess, a gifted witch in her own
right—and Camden’s fated mate. Selene Trevil has
always treasured the magic which flows through her
veins. Until it calls out to Camden and marks him as
her intended consort. A relationship between a shifter
and a witch is unheard of, but resisting his pull is
impossible. Will Camden and Selene have to bear the
burden of the past? Or will their love be enough to
overcome all the obstacles standing in their way? This
is the third McMahon Clan book, a spin-off from the
Black River Pack stories. Each novella features a
different couple.

Anne of the Island
Jackson thought he knew what love was and feels like
he missed his chance at happiness. He realizes he
wasted his chance by chasing after one-night stands
instead of going after what he really wanted. Kaylie
knows what loss feels like and doesn't want to take a
chance on love. She puts up walls to keep her heart
protected from experiencing that kind of pain again.
What happens when a guy who refuses to lose out
again meets a girl who resists him as much as she
can? Will Jackson be able to hit the wall Kaylie has put
up and knock it down? This is book two in the Blythe
College series, but it features a new couple and does
not have a cliffhanger. Warning: 18+ due to sexual
content
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The Last Voyage of Poe Blythe
Faith & Dillon's story is complete. This box set
includes the full Fortuity Duet, plus a bonus scene!
Faith The only kinds of luck I knew were bad and
worseuntil my life hung in the balance. I finally caught
a break in the form of a second chance. I vowed not
to let it go to waste. To make a difference. But I didn't
start really living until I met him. Dillon Montgomery.
My complete opposite-except for our matching
tortured souls. Dillon I'd lived a privileged life, in the
lap of luxury and surrounded by family. It had felt like
I was on top of the worlduntil tragedy struck. My
sense of loss felt bottomless, and I struggled with it
every single day. Finding my path back into the light
seemed impossible. But then I met Faith-she was
smart, sexy, and out of my league even though she
didn't have a penny to her name. We grew up in
different worlds, but somehow we fit perfectly
together. Except neither of us had counted on
learning that our connection was more profound than
we knew.

Push It Forward
Queerness in Play examines the many ways
queerness of all kinds—from queer as ‘LGBT’ to other,
less well-covered aspects of the queer
spectrum—intersects with games and the social
contexts of play. The current unprecedented visibility
of queer creators and content comes at a high tide of
resistance to the inclusion of those outside a longimagined cisgender, heterosexual, white male norm.
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By critically engaging the ways games—as a culture,
an industry, and a medium—help reproduce limiting
binary formations of gender and sexuality, Queerness
in Play contributes to the growing body of scholarship
promoting more inclusive understandings of identity,
sexuality, and games.

The Torchbearers
Bonney Bay is preparing for its Annual Salmon Bake,
and for a special election to fill its most important
vacancy—mayor until murder brings all the
preparations to a halt.

Slapped into Love
Aubrey earned her love 'em and leave 'em reputation
with her serial dating past. A pregnancy scare makes
her see the light and change her ways. She gets
serious about school and stops dating - until she
meets Luka and falls head over heels for him. Luka
doesn't trust easily after having his heart crushed by
the girl next door. When he meets Aubrey, he doesn't
think she's relationship material because of her past even though he's drawn to her. What happens when
the girl who always ran the moment a relationship got
serious meets The One? Will Aubrey be able to get
Luka to see her Outside the Box he's put her in?

The Promise of Spring
Provides the foundation for casework practice in Child
Protective Services (CPS). Describes the basic stages
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of the CPS process and the steps necessary to
accomplish successfully each stage: intake, initial
assessment/investigation, family assessment, case
planning, service provision, and evaluation of family
progress and case closure. Designed primarily for CPS
caseworkers, supervisors, and administrators.
Glossary. Bibiography.

The Fortuity Duet
A magical adventure to delight the imagination. A curlup-on-the-sofa snuggle of a debut from a uniquely
talented author. Eleven year-old Tilly has lived above
her grandparents' bookshop ever since her mother
disappeared shortly after she was born. Like the rest
of her family, Tilly loves nothing more than to escape
into the pages of her favourite stories. One day Tilly
realises that classic children's characters are
appearing in the shop through the magic of 'book
wandering' - crossing over from the page into real life.
With the help of Anne of Green Gables and Alice in
Wonderland. Tilly is determined to solve the mystery
of what happened to her mother all those years ago,
so she bravely steps into the unknown, unsure of
what adventure lies ahead and what dangers she may
face.

The McMahon Clan Series
Family grudges, enemies, witchcraftnothing will stand
in the way of these sexy bear shifters when they find
their fated mates. They'll face any and all obstacles to
claim their women and keep their growing family
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safe. This box set contains all four novellas from the
McMahon Clan series: Bear the Consequences, Bear It
All, Bear the Burden, and Bear Your Fate.

The Distant Hours
An introduction to leadership draws on a program
developed for an elementary school to show how to
apply the principles of "The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People" to help everyone, including young
children, identify and use their individual talents.

Graduate Medical Education Directory
He stayed away from trouble Mark Anderson was a
steadfast kind of guy. He did all the right
things—earned his MBA, worked hard, dated
appropriate women—but he was still single when it
seemed like everyone around him was happily
coupled up. Until it came barreling his way in a
tempting package Ariana Valenti had always been a
party girl. But after a major wake-up call, she's a
reformed one. Except not everyone in Las Vegas has
gotten the message, which sends her running to
Chicagoand straight into Mark's arms. Chased Into
Love can be read as a standalone. Each book in the
Bachelorette Party Series features a different couple.

Identity Crisis
The new edition of the Green Book now blends the
best information from the Graduate Medical Education
Directory AND GMED Companion: An Insider's Guide
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to Selecting a Residency Program. This new format
gives medical students all of the necessary tools and
insight to help them to make one of the most
important professional decisions of their careers. By
combining the texts of both of these great resources,
readers have at their fingertips all of the residency
program information, plus residency application and
career planning resources. The updated and
expanded information of the 2006 - 2007 edition
include: The official listings for residency programs at
more than 1,700 GME teaching institutions
Comprehensive GME program listings, including
program director, address, phone, fax, and e-mail
address Lists certification requirements for 24
medical specialty boards and teaching institutions
that sponsor GME programs Contains 6,500 revisions,
100 new programs, as well as updated certification
requirements and teaching institutions' listings
Information on fellowship/subspecialty programs,
Canadian programs, national medical societies and
medical licensure information This resource is a must
to help guide your residency program selection
process.

Summer Nights
Drake and Alexa had a whirlwind romance, falling for
each other hard and fast. But their newfound love is
tested during summer break when their plans mean
time spent apart. When danger comes knocking on
Alexa’s door with the return of her ex-boyfriend to
town, Drake drops everything to be by her side. Can
Drake convince Alexa that it’s time to push their
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relationship forward? Or will she allow her fears to
hold her back?

Finding Evan
The only kinds of luck I knew were bad and worseuntil
my life hung in the balance. I finally caught a break in
the form of a second chance. I vowed not to let it go
to waste. To make a difference. But I didn’t start
really living until I met him. Dillon Montgomery. My
complete opposite—except for our matching tortured
souls. I couldn’t resist him for long. How could I when
his smallest touch made my heart race? When it felt
like we were destined to be together? But sometimes
luck and sorrow are intertwined Fortuityis the first
part of Faith and Dillon’s story, which will be
completed in Serenity.

Queerness in Play
In Adam Bede, George Eliot (pen name for Mary Ann
Evans) took the well-worn tale of a lovely dairy-maid
seduced by a careless squire, and out if it created a
wonderfully innovative and sympathetic portrait of
the lives of ordinary Midlands working people--their
labors and loves, their beliefs, their talk.

Bear the Burden
“Extraordinary for its craft and emotional effect . . .
[Ethan Canin is] a writer of enormous talent and
charm.” –The Washington Post “Character is destiny,”
wrote Heraclitus–and in this collection of four
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unforgettable stories, we meet people struggling to
understand themselves and the unexpected turns
their lives have taken. In “Accountant,” a
quintessential company man becomes obsessed with
the phenomenal success of a reckless childhood
friend. “Batorsag and Szerelem” tells the story of a
boy’s fascination with the mysterious life and
invented language of his brother, a math prodigy. In
“City of Broken Hearts,” a divorced father tries to
fathom the patterns of modern relationships. And in
“The Palace Thief,” a history teacher at an exclusive
boarding school reflects on the vicissitudes of a
lifetime connection with a student scoundrel. A
remarkable achievement by one of America’s finest
writers, this brilliant volume reveals the moments of
insight that illuminate everyday lives. “Captivating . .
. a heartening tribute to the form . . . an exquisite
performance.” –The Boston Sunday Globe “A model of
wit, wisdom, and empathy. Chekhov would have
appreciated its frank renderings and quirky ironies.”
–Chicago Tribune

Pages and Co: Tilly and the
Bookwanderers
Grace Shaw is on the run from her crazy ex-boyfriend
who refuses to believe their relationship is over. He's
a cop and is willing to use police resources to track
her down. So Grace comes up with a plan and tricks
his fellow brothers in blue into thinking he is crying
wolf a couple of times when he reports her missing.
Little does she know she'll go running into the arms of
a real wolf when she finally makes her escape for real.
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She just wants to be left alone, but then she meets
Hunter Tate - the alpha of the Black River Pack. Grace
tries to hold Hunter at arm's length, but there's just
no reasoning with an alpha male werewolf who insists
she's his mate. This is the first Black River Pack book
in the Fated Mates series. Each novella features a
different couple.

Hit the Wall
Restless Waters
As seen in the July 2015 issue of Glamour Magazine
UK! A reclusive author Delia Sinclair is desperate to
hit a looming deadline. With only two weeks to go
before her manuscript is due, she heads to a remote
cabin in the Smoky Mountains with no internet or cell
service. An ex-military security specialist Blaine West
is halfway around the world when he gets a frantic
message from his childhood sweetheart. She needs to
lay low for awhile so he puts her in touch with
someone who can help her until he can get back to
town. A dead body When Blaine arrives at the hotel
where they were supposed to meet, he learns the
body of a local author was discovered that morning
but there's no sign of his old flame. And a case of
mistaken identity Delia returns home completely
unaware that the police believe she's been murdered.
With Delia alive and his ex still missing, Blaine has the
skills and connections to find out exactly what
happened and keep Delia safe. Lead to a passion that
burns out of control.
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Child Protective Services
Seeking to avenge the murder of her true love while
on a dredge ship searching for gold, fifteen-year-old
captain Poe Blythe becomes the architect of new
defenses designed to destroy her enemies.

Crying Wolf
The Blythe College Collection: Drake and Alexa brings
together Push the Envelope,Push it Forward (from
Summer Nights), and Winter Wedding, three
sensational new adult stories by Amazon bestselling
author Rochelle Paige. This anniversary collection also
features never seen before bonus scenes and will only
be available for a limited time. "I love alpha males.
Yes I know Alpha males are the in thing but they need
to be done right and in this book Drake is perfect."
-Aurora Rose Reynolds, NYT bestselling author of the
Until Series "Absolutely loved! I'm a sucker for the
over the top, crazy in love alphas. You give me one of
those and I'm sold." -Harper Sloan, USA Today
bestselling author of theCorps Security Series Push
the Envelope Alexa is just your average college junior,
attending classes and piloting Mile High Club charter
flights. Boys haven't been on her radar for a couple
years after a disastrous breakup with her high school
sweetheart. Her plans to focus on school hit a bit of a
snag when she meets bad-boy Drake Bennett and he
sets his sights on making her his own. Drake
transferred to Blythe College for the rugby team, not
for a new assortment of college girls. He's sexy and
cocky, and he attracts women like moths to a flame.
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When he meets Alexa, Drake knows he's met his
match. She tries to resist him, but Drake isn't used to
taking no for an answer. Push it Forward (from
Summer Nights) Drake and Alexa had a whirlwind
romance in Push the Envelope, falling for each other
hard and fast. But their newfound love is tested
during summer break when their plans mean time
spent apart. When danger comes knocking on Alexa’s
door with the return of her ex-boyfriend to town,
Drake drops everything to be by her side. Can Drake
convince Alexa that it’s time to push their relationship
forward? Or will she allow her fears to hold her back?
Winter Wedding All Alexa wants is to walk down the
aisle to Drake with their family and friends
surrounding them. Feeling the loss of her mother
more acutely than ever, she agrees to a lavish event
in an effort to please her new mother-in-law. The
stress of a high-profile wedding starts to wear on her
– and that’s before things even start to go wrong. All
Drake wants is to make Alexa his wife. He knows
something is bothering his fiancée and means to get
to the bottom of it. After a series of mishaps threaten
to ruin their big day, he’s determined to set things
right for Alexa. Drake takes matters into his own
hands to ensure that their wedding day is everything
she’s ever wanted – giving Alexa the winter wedding
of a lifetime.

The Leader in Me
Looking for an alpha male in your new adult romance
read? You just found one. Alexa is just your average
college junior, attending classes and piloting Mile High
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Club charter flights. Boys haven't been on her radar
for a couple years after a disastrous breakup with her
high school sweetheart. Her plans to focus on school
hit a bit of a snag when she meets bad-boy Drake
Bennett and he sets his sights on making her his own.
Drake transferred to Blythe College for the rugby
team, not for a new assortment of college girls. He's
sexy and cocky, and he attracts women like moths to
a flame. When he meets Alexa, Drake knows he's met
his match. She tries to resist him, but Drake isn't used
to taking no for an answer. Push the Envelope (Blythe
College 1) does not have a cliffhanger. Warning: 18+
due to sexual content Length: 256 pages

Past Or Portal?
Ness and Evan return to Leeds from Europe, and
begin their new life together. But the past Evan has
buried for years resurfaces and threatens their future.
Evan feels pushed aside by Ness's focus on her
studies and new friends, and struggles with her
inability to allow herself close to people. He won't
confide in Ness and his old insecurities threaten their
relationship. Ness is frustrated by Evan's inability to
break the ties to those dragging him down and live
the life he deserves. She questions whether their
relationship can work if Evan doesn't let go of the
past. The decision about the future is taken out of
their hands by something that could end things
between Ness and Evan forever.

Outside the Box
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In the age of ubiquitous access to information, library
special collections and archives have received
renewed attention through digitization projects
designed to share collections with the world at large.
Yet these materials also offer opportunities for
student learning through direct engagement with rare
or unique items. While special collections and
archives have largely been used by advanced
researchers and scholars, an increasing number of
undergraduate courses are taking advantage of these
materials as guides in the instructional process.

Left Drowning
“Read this book and see America differently." —Liz
Murray, author of Breaking Night

The Blythe College Collection: Drake &
Alexa
"This book left me breathless!" - R. L. Stine, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Goosebumps and
Fear Street, on The Darkdeep "Everything you could
want in a series." - Soman Chainani, New York Times
bestselling author of The School for Good and Evil, on
The Beast The blockbuster middle-grade series by
New York Times bestselling authors Ally Condie and
Brendan continues in this edge-of-your-seat
adventure that's Stranger Things meets The Goonies.
After the events of Dark Halloween, the town of
Timbers is in a full-blown monster panic, making life
for the Torchbearers--Opal, Nico, Tyler, Emma, and
Logan--extremely difficult. Nico is investigating the
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Rift and the strange natural phenomena that continue
to occur, all while worrying about his dad's potential
work transfer. Opal has her hands full researching the
founding Torchbearer, Yvette Dumont, and
deciphering clues from another realm sent by the
mysterious Thing In a Jar. Emma's wildly popular
YouTube show has brought her new-found fame, but
also earned her some enemies. Logan is trying to
unlock secrets in his own family history that might
shed light on how the Torchbearer Order began, while
Tyler, as the self-proclaimed Beastmaster, strives to
commune with--and not be eaten by--the mercurial
and deadly alien sea creature living in Still Cove. But
that's not all. Something cryptic has surfaced from
within the Darkdeep. Questions arise, and the five
friends find themselves suddenly at odds. The stakes
climb even higher when an enigmatic new girl comes
to town, with an agenda of her own. As the
Torchbearers discover shocking secrets about their
houseboat hangout, the Rift, and the Darkdeep itself,
signs point to new realms beyond the ones they
know, putting their friendships to the test as never
before . . . Told from alternating POVs, this thrilling
next book from bestselling duo Ally Condie and
Brendan Reichs will once again have readers sleeping
with the lights on.

Single Elimination
Novella Duo Contains Push It Forward and Hold Your
Horses with bonus epilogue.Push It ForwardDrake and
Alexa had a whirlwind romance in Push the Envelope,
falling for each other hard and fast. But their
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newfound love is tested during summer break when
their plans mean time spent apart. When danger
comes knocking on Alexa's door with the return of her
ex-boyfriend to town, Drake drops everything to be by
her side.Can Drake convince Alexa that it's time to
push their relationship forward? Or will she allow her
fears to hold her back?Hold Your HorsesCharlotte
thought she was doing the right thing when she
decided to go away to college. When graduation
comes and she needs to decide if it's time to go back
home and settle down, she worries that she's not
ready yet. Shane has waited four long years for
Charlotte, after agreeing to a long-distance
relationship because it was the only way to keep her
in his life. He can hardly wait for her to come home so
they can finally start their life together.What happens
when the girl who is nervous about settling down to
small-town life comes home to the guy who is ready
to pop the question?

Born Bright
In the third book in L. M. Montgomery's Anne of Green
Gables series, Anne of the Island, our protagonist
leaves her teaching work in Avonlea in order to study
for her B.A. at Redmond College. Living in a
boardinghouse and later with old friends from
Queens, she experiences a number of misadventures,
including a couple marriage proposals.

Sucked Into Love
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Fortuity
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals
and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and
their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four
children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest
desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured
his children's imagination, teaching them how to
embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote
and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for
her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex
had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the
children had to fend for themselves, supporting one
another as they found the resources and will to leave
home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep
affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family
that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery
determination to carve out a successful life. -- From
publisher description.

Blythe College
When everything changes, can friendship survive? A
powerful and authentic look at teen life from talented
new author Emma Cameron. Luke spends his days
hanging out at the beach, working shifts at the local
supermarket, and trying to stay out of trouble at
school. His mate Bongo gets wasted, blocking out
memories of the little brother social services took
away and avoiding the stepdad who hits him. And
Casey, the girl they both love, dreams of getting away
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and starting a new life in a place where she can be
free. All of them are waiting for life to change. But
when it does, will they be ready?

Push the Envelope
Motel Chronicles reveals the fast-moving and
sometimes surprising world of the man behind the
plays that have made Sam Shepard a living legend in
the theater. Shepard chronicles his own life birth in
Illinois, childhood memories of Guam, Pasadena and
rural Southern California, adventures as ranch hand,
waiter, rock musician, dramatist and film actor.
Scenes from this book form the basis of his play
Superstitions, and of the film (directed by Wim
Wenders) Paris, Texas, winner of the Golden Palm
Award at the 1984 Cannes Film Festival. " . . .
essential reading. A scrapbook of short stories,
autobiographical reveries, poetry and photographs,
Motel Chronicles is full of verbal delights, as well as
insights into its author's entire canon. Whether Mr.
Shepard is reminiscing about his parents or
daydreaming about cherished movies and cars of his
youth, he speaks in pungent and ethereal language
that remakes our West. Read in conjunction with the
plays, Motel Chronicles also helps demystify the
origins of Mr. Shepard's psychological obsessions and
desolate frontier iconography."—Frank Rich, New York
Times "If plays were put in time capsules, future
generations would get a sharp-toothed profile of life in
the U.S. in the past decade and half from the works of
Sam Shepard."—Time "Sam Shepard is a shaman—a
New World shaman. Sam is as American as peyote,
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magic mushrooms, Rock and Roll, and medicine
bundles."—Jack Gelber Sam Shepard (1943) is a
playwright, actor, author, screen writer and director
whose work is performed on and off Broadway and in
other theaters across the country. In 1979, he
received the Pulitzer Prize for Drama for his play
Buried Child. In 1983, he was nominated for an
Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor in The
Right Stuff. His other famous works include True
West, A Lie of the Mind and Curse of the Starving
Class. Fool For Love & the Sad Lament of Pecos Bill by
Sam Shepard was also published by City Lights
Publishers.

The Glass Castle
Edie Burchill visits Milderhurst Castle where her
mother stayed during World War II, discovering the
three elderly sisters of the castle still alive but
haunted by the secrets of their past life with their
father, a famous children's author.

Cinnamon Rain
Complete Series Plus Bonus Scenes!Push the
EnvelopeAlexa is just your average college junior,
attending classes and piloting Mile High Club charter
flights. Boys haven't been on her radar for a couple
years after a disastrous breakup with her high school
sweetheart. Her plans to focus on school hit a bit of a
snag when she meets bad-boy Drake Bennett and he
sets his sights on making her his own.Drake
transferred to Blythe College for the rugby team, not
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for a new assortment of college girls. He's sexy and
cocky, and he attracts women like moths to a flame.
When he meets Alexa, Drake knows he's met his
match. She tries to resist him, but Drake isn't used to
taking no for an answer.Hit the WallJackson thought
he knew what love was and feels like he missed his
chance at happiness. He realizes he wasted his
chance by chasing after one-night stands instead of
going after what he really wanted.Kaylie knows what
loss feels like and doesn't want to take a chance on
love. She puts up walls to keep her heart protected
from experiencing that kind of pain again.What
happens when a guy who refuses to lose out again
meets a girl who resists him as much as she can? Will
Jackson be able to hit the wall Kaylie has put up and
knock it down?Summer Nights: Push it Forward & Hold
your HorsesPush It ForwardDrake and Alexa had a
whirlwind romance in Push the Envelope, falling for
each other hard and fast. But their newfound love is
tested during summer break when their plans mean
time spent apart. When danger comes knocking on
Alexa's door with the return of her ex-boyfriend to
town, Drake drops everything to be by her side.Can
Drake convince Alexa that it's time to push their
relationship forward? Or will she allow her fears to
hold her back?Hold Your HorsesCharlotte thought she
was doing the right thing when she decided to go
away to college. When graduation comes and she
needs to decide if it's time to go back home and settle
down, she worries that she's not ready yet. Shane has
waited four long years for Charlotte, after agreeing to
a long-distance relationship because it was the only
way to keep her in his life. He can hardly wait for her
to come home so they can finally start their life
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together.What happens when the girl who is nervous
about settling down to small-town life comes home to
the guy who is ready to pop the question?Outside the
BoxAubrey earned her love 'em and leave 'em
reputation with her serial dating past. A pregnancy
scare makes her see the light and change her ways.
She gets serious about school and stops dating - until
she meets Luka and falls head over heels for
him.Luka doesn't trust easily after having his heart
crushed by the girl next door. When he meets Aubrey,
he doesn't think she's relationship material because
of her past - even though he's drawn to her.What
happens when the girl who always ran the moment a
relationship got serious meets The One? Will Aubrey
be able to get Luka to see her Outside the Box he's
put her in?Winter WeddingAll Alexa wants is to walk
down the aisle to Drake with their family and friends
surrounding them. Feeling the loss of her mother
more acutely than ever, she agrees to a lavish event
in an effort to please her new mother-in-law. The
stress of a high-profile wedding starts to wear on her and that's before things even start to go wrong.All
Drake wants is to make Alexa his wife. He knows
something is bothering his fiancée and means to get
to the bottom of it. After a series of mishaps threaten
to ruin their big day, he''s determined to set things
right for Alexa. Drake takes matters into his own
hands to ensure that their wedding day is everything
she's ever wanted - giving Alexa the winter wedding
of a lifetime.

Black Iris
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Weighted down by the loss of her parents, Blythe
McGuire struggles to keep her head above water as
she trudges through her last year at Matthews
College. Then a chance meeting sends Blythe
crashing into something she doesn't expect--an
undeniable attraction to a dark-haired senior named
Chris Shepherd, whose past may be even more
complicated than her own. As their relationship
deepens, Chris pulls Blythe out of the stupor she's
been in since the night a fire took half her family. She
begins to heal, and even, haltingly, to love this guy
who helps her find new paths to pleasure and selfdiscovery. But as Blythe moves into calmer waters,
she realizes Chris is the one still strangled by his
family's traumatic history. As dark currents threaten
to pull him under, Blythe may be the only person who
can keep him from drowning.

Adam Bede
Laney Keating's senior year of high school sucked. It
began with one moment of weakness, one stupid
gesture for a hopeless crush. Then the rumors
started. Slut, they called her. Queer. Pillhead. Psycho.
Mentally ill, messed up, so messed up even her own
mom decided she wasn't worth sticking around for.

Chased Into Love
Will they walk away from love or learn to trust? Millie
Drake¿s mind drifts between hard-knock reality and
starry-eyed fantasy as she tries to keep her six-month
romance with Lou Blythe from her dysfunctional
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mother. Her mother, Penny, expects more for Millie
than a shy, knuckle-cracking, computer geek with a
mangy, germ-carrying dog. When the couple¿s secret
comes out, Penny works overtime to sabotage their
odious relationship.Along with his computer business,
Lou sings with The Warble-Heirs quartet, with a voice
so deep it melts the polish off your toenails. The
quartet is offered a six-week contract to sing on a
cruise ship. That¿s when a scheming Penny rolls up
her matchmaking sleeves to snag a new love interest
for Millie. KAPP¿s hunky news anchor is in her cross
hairs.Meanwhile, on the cruise ship, Lou has battles of
his own as he wrestles with wind, waves, and
women.Will Penny finally get her comeuppance? Can
Millie and Lou find their way back to each other?

The Palace Thief
It's just Jocelyn's luck that she meets her match at the
fake bachelorette party her best friend throws for her
She knows better than to get pulled into any of CeeCee's antics. It must have been sheer exhaustion that
made her agree to help her best friend out with a
work project - one that ended up with her playing
bachelorette for the night! No man ever wants to be
knocked off his feet by a woman he meets while she's
wearing a bachelorette "suck for a buck" shirt Andrew
knows that he wants Jocelyn the moment he lays eyes
on her, but he's never been one to poach on another
man's territory. He walks away but finds himself
changed by the experience. Imagine his surprise
when he sees her again, only to discover she isn't
married and has never even been engaged. Although
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this is book one in the Bachelorette Party series, there
is no cliffhanger. Each book features a different
couple. And if you've read the Blythe College series,
you'll see some familiar faces in Sucked Into Love.
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